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ABSTRACT 
A method is given, which determines an orthonormal part of a basis with re- 
to which a given transformation is in Jordan canonical form. 
Let X be a (real or complex) finite dimensional unitary space and N a nilpotent 
operator of order p (i.e., NP = 0, NP- ’ # 0) in X. 
In this paper we consider the possibility of reducing N to a normal form in a 
(partly or wholly) orthononnal basis. The method we use for reducing N is not 
new. It was invented by V. Ptik [l] and discussed in [2].’ One chooses a vector x 
such that NP- lx # 0. Then the vectors x, Nx , . . . , NP- ‘x are independent and span a 
subspace X, c X, which is invariant for N. These are obviously Jordan vectors for N 
in Xo. Then one takes a linear functional x’ such that (x’, NP-%) #O and one 
shows that the subspace X,={ y~x; (x’,Niy)=O, i=O, l,...,p- l} is a direct 
complement of X, in X and that it reduces N as well. The process is continued by 
induction. 
In trying to obtain a “best possible” Jordan basis we search for a vector x for 
which NP-‘X is “as far as possible” from zero i.e., such that IINP-‘xll 
= IINP-‘IlI141~ 
‘Cf. [3], [4], and [5] where also the existence of nilpotent operators with the property 
(1) was mentioned. The author is indebted to the referee for the last reference. 
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It turns out that this choice in fact gives orthonormal Jordan vectors if they 
exist at all. So, we can suspect that the above choice of x would in any case give (in 
some sense) a most stable Jordan basis. It appears that in searching for orthogonal 
Jordan vectors a decisive role is played by the numbers IJNII, llN’l1,. . . ,llNP-‘~1. In 
fact, our first theorem shows that if /INIl = IIN = + . . = IINP-‘ll= 1, then X is an 
orthogonal sum of two subspaces, both reducing N. Moreover, one of these 
subspaces possesses an orthonormal Jordan basis for N consisting of rp vectors, 
where r is the number of independent vectors, for which IINP-‘x11= Ilrll. By 
II NP-‘11 = 1 we have always r > 1, which means that the above decomposition 
of N is always non-trivial. As a consequence, we obtain a following characterisa- 
tion: N can be reduced to a Jordan form in an orthonormal basis in X if and only if 
all of its nonvanishing powers are partial isometries. In trying to weaken this last 
condition we prove that if p =dim X and N is a partial isometry, then all 
nonvanishing powers of N are partial isometrics again. But the situation is not 
always so good, as is shown by an example giving a nilpotent partial isometry 
whose square is not a partial isometry. 
THEOREM 1. Let X be a (real or compbx) finite dimensional space and N a 
nilpotent operator of order p (i.e., Np=O, NP-‘#O). Let 
llNll=llN211=... =IlNP-‘ll=l. (I) 
Then X is an orthogonal sum of spaces, X0 and X, which both reduce N. Moreover, 
X,, possesses an orthonormul basis { eii>, i = 1,. . . ,p, j = 1,. . . ,r, r > 0 such that 
Ne,i=e,_r,i, i>l, Neri=O, j=l,...,r 
N*eii= ei+ 1.1, i < p, N*eti=O, i=l,..., r. 
Here N* is the adjoint of N with respect to a given scalar product in X. 
Proof. Let VEX. Then obviously 
/[xl1 >/ 1lNxll > llN2rll > . . . > IINp-‘rll. 
Since X is finite dimensional the function 
x+llNP-‘xl]. lbll = 1 
has a maximum which is equal to one. Thus, the set 
X’={rEX;IINP-‘rll=Ilxll}. 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
is not void and contains at least one nonzero vector. Since lJNp-‘~ll~ 
=(N*P-~NP-$J) m,j N*P-‘NP-’ is a positive hermitean operator of norm one, 
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we conclude that X’ is the set of all eigenvectors of N*P-’ Np-’ belonging to the 
eigenvalue 1. So, X’ is a subspace of X. Let xi,. . . ,x, be any orthonormal set in X’. 
Set 
eji = NP - ‘x. I’ i = 1,. . . ,p, j=l ,...,r. (5) 
We shall show that { eii} is just the basis we need. We prove first that 
( eii, ekm) = SikSim. (6) 
By (1) and (4) for VEX’ we have llx~~=IINxll= . . . =IINP-lxll, which implies 
N* iNix = x, i=O,l ,...$-I, (7) 
for any x E X’. This is a consequence of (1). To evaluate (eii, e,,.J take first i = k. 
Then 
(eii,ejJ=(~p-ixj,~~-‘xJ=(~*~-i~P-ixl,x,) 
=(xi.xm)=Gim, 
where we have used (7). 
If i # k we assume without loss of generality that k < i. Then 
(eji,e,)=(Nr-i+NP-$,)=(N*P-kNp-ixi,~) 
= N*i-“N*P-iNP-i~i,~m)=(N*i-k~,~),)=(N*i-kN*P-1NP-1Xi,~) 
( 
=(NP-lXi,NP+i-k-lX,)=O. 
Here we used (7) and the fact that Ni = 0, i > p. We have, therefore, shown that 
the system (eii} is orthonormal. Moreover, obviously (2) is valid. In the next step 
we repeat the above procedure with N*, which is also nilpotent of order p and for 
which formulae (1) and (4) are valid as well. Set 
fii= N*‘-‘eii. (8) 
We shall show that 
fii = eiiP 
which will, in fact, end the proof of the theorem. Set 
Y’={rEX;l~N*~-lx~l=llx~l}={rEX;N~-lN*~-lx=~} 
For x E X’ we have 
NP-lN*P-lNP--lX=NP-lx 
and therefore 
Np-‘X’C Y - . 
Now since N*p-‘Np-’ and Np-‘N*p-’ are similar we have dimX’=dimY’. 
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Also, by definition of X’, we have dim X’=dimNP-lX’. All this implies 
NpPIX’= Y’=L(e,, ,..., e,,), 
so that the vectors { eri} play the same role for N* as did (xi} for N. Since the 
situation is completely symmetric, we conclude that { fij} are orthonormal and, of 
course 
N*Ji=_L+r,i> i<p, N*fti=O, i=l,..., r. 
Let us finally evaluate (eiirfkm). Suppose first i = k. Then 
(eji,fim) = (NP-i+N*i-lNP-l&) = (ri,N*P-‘NP-‘G) 
=(xi.xm)=Sim. 
(9) 
Take now i < k. Then 
(eii,fkm)=(Np-‘;Ci,N*k-lNP-l~)=(Np+k-i-l~i,NP- l&)=0, 
because NPfk’-‘-‘=O. If i > k, then 
(eii,f,)=(NP-‘;Ct,N*k-lNp-lx~) 
= N*p+k-i-lNp+k-i-lXf,Ni-kG)_(xi,Ni-kX,) 
( 
=(epi,ep-i+k,m)=O. 
Thus 
(10) 
We therefore have two orthonormal sets which are mutually biorthogonal. Then 
they must coincide. Now (3) is a consequence of (9). Set 
X0= L(eii). 
Then obviously Xo reduces both N and N* and so does its orthogonal complement 
Xl. Q.E.D. 
We could now continue the same procedure in the space X,, but in general the 
restriction of N to X, may not to satisfy (1). We now give a necessary and 
sufficient condition for this. Recall that an operator U is called a partial isometry if 
U* U is a projection. 
THEOREM 2. Let N be nilpotent. Then it has a Jordan canonical form in an 
orthonomal basis if and only if all nonvanishing powers of N are partial 
iscnnetries. 
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Proof Let N have a Jordan form in an orthonormal basis. Then its matrix in 
this basis is 
where 
Since 
Tk = 
the operator 
i nk = dimX. 
k-l 
is a projection, the “only if” part of the theorem is proved. Let us prove the “if’ 
part. If N, N’, . . . are partial isometrics then obviously 
llNll=llN211=... =IINP-‘ll=l, 
where p is the order of nilpotency of N. Thus, X = X0@ Xi, where X0, Xi reduce N 
and N*, X0 is nontrivial and has an orthonormal Jordan basis. If X0= X the proof is 
completed. If X, # (0) and the restriction NIX, of N vanishes then the proof is 
completed. If N 1 X, # 0 we have to show that all of nonvanishing powers of N 1 X, 
are again partial isometries. This is true since (N 1 Xi)* = N* 1 X, implies 
which is a projection (being a restriction of a projection to an invariant subspace). 
So, Theorem 1 can be applied again and in a finite number of steps we obtain an 
orthonormal basis in which N has a Jordan form. Q.E.D. 
Now one might ask: If N is a nilpotent partial isometry, are all its powers partial 
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isometries? The answer is generally negative as shows the following example. Set 
A=[ “i’ ‘;,’ 9. 
Then 
which shows that A*A is a projection and A*‘A2 is not. We have however 
THEOREM 3. Let N be a nilpotent operator of the rank n - 1 (n = dim X) and 
let N be a partial isornety. Then all the nonvanishing powers of N are partial 
i.someties again. 
We remark that the rank of a nilpotent operator is n - 1 (n = dimX)\if and only 
if it is nilpotent of the order n. 
Proof. Obviously there is an orthonormal basis in X in which N has a matrix of 
the form 
N= 
Then 
and 
0 al2 *.- **’ 
( *. 
ah 
: 0 0 a* *.* a2n 
. * 
. . 
6 . . 0 
min(r-l,s-I) 
W*N)m= E %s forr,s>2, 
i=l 
(N*N),, = (N*N),, = 0 for all r, 5. 
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Suppose now that N is a partial isometry. Since the order of nilpotence of N is 
equal to the dimension of the space, we must have 
(N*N),= S,, r,s>2. 
Now (N*N),, = Zilsals = S,, implies Iars[ = 1 and a,, = 0 for s > 2. By induction, 
suppose that ‘yls =0 for s>r+l and Ia,,r+rI=l for r=1,2,...,k-1, where k<n. 
Then for s>k+l 
(N*N),+ r,s= i$I -. 
crt,k+lab=Ek,k+Iaks- k+l.s -8 
implies Iak,k+ll=l and ah=0 for s>k+l. 
Thus, setting ‘yi,i + r = ai+ r, we obtain 
0 a2 
0 a3 
N= 
( 
. . 
.. )? 
. . a” 
0 
where ai are numbers from the unit circle. If we put 
fr = en 
fi= ei , a2a3...ai i=1,2 ,.,., n, 
we see that { fi} is again an orthonormaf basis in which N has a matrix 
( 0 0 1 1 . . . .a)9 . 0 1 
which is already a Jordan form of N and so the assertion follows from Theorem 2. 
Q.E.D. 
The author is indebted to the members of the Seminar for Analysis of the 
Institute fm Mathematics, University of Zagreb, for their discussions. 
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Note added in proof After this work was submitted for publication, the author 
became aware of the paper of P.R. Halmos and L.J. Wallen, Powers of partial 
isometries, J. Math. Mech. 19 (1970), 657-663. The “if’ part of our Theorem 2 can 
be obtained as a corollary of a general characterization theorem for power partial 
isometries obtained by them. They also exhibit a nilpotent partial isometry whose 
square is not a partial isometry. 
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